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ABSTRACT 
A matrix the imaginary part of whose Toeplitz (Cartesian) decomposition is 
positive semidefinite [positive definite] is said to be dissipative [strictly dissipative]. 
Characterizations for strictly dissipative matrices and related theory are given. Dissipa- 
tive-preserving linear transformations are characterized. Finally, a natural generaliza- 
tion to linear transformations on matrices is developed in terms of the completely 
positive cone; ten characterizations follow. 0 EZ.ser;ier Science Inc., 1996 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let An, 4 denote the set of n by q complex matrices, A” if n = q, with 
Zn, PSD,, and PD, its Hermitian, positive semidefinite, and positive definite 
subsets respectively. Let 9(./$, .kjj> be the space of all linear transforma- 
tions from & to Aq with &“9, n(PSD), and g9 its Hermitian-preserving, 
positive-semidefinite-preserving, and completely positive subsets. Subscripts 
on these sets will be used only when necessary for clarity; otherwise, they will 
* The material of this paper forms a part of a D.A. Thesis [19] written by Olson at Idaho 
State University under the direction of Hill. 
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be suppressed. See [221 and [21 f or characterizations and other results on %W’. 
A matrix A EJ” can be expressed uniquely as A = Re A + i Im A where 
Re A, Im A ~&8, (Toeplitz decomposition). A linear transformation L E 
-E”(A”, ~$1 can be represented uniquely as L = 9L + r3L where SL, .YL 
~29 (BHH decomposition [21X 
A matrix A EL” with Im A E PD (PSD) is said to be strictly dissipative 
(dissipative), with the sets of these matrices denoted SD and 119, respectively. 
These matrices have been studied by Fan [5-81, Bebiano and da Provid&rcia 
[l], Phillips [21], and Thompson [24], and in a rephrased form [Re A = 
Im(6.A); Re(6.A) = Im A] by Johnson [13, 141 and Mathias [18]. The results 
in [6] are used by Gunzberger and Plemmons [9] in their study of energy-con- 
serving norms for the solution of hyperbolic systems of partial differential 
equations, where the term dissipative is used in the sense that energy is 
nonincreasing in time. Siegel [23] uses strictly dissipative matrices in the 
study of the analytic theory of abelian varieties. 
II. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS FOR STRICTLY 
DISSIPATIVE MATRICES 
The major result in this section is a characterization theorem for strictly 
dissipative matrices. Combining Fan’s characterizations [7] of normalizable 
matrices with this result gives us a list of characterizations (Theorem 2.7). A 
matrix A is said to be normalizable (denoted by A E N> provided there 
exists a nonsingular matrix T such that T*AT is normal. 
THEOREM 2.1. LA A EJ~. Then A E SD if and only if A E N and, 
for all nonsingular T E&,, im h > 0 for all h E u(T*AT). 
This result may be restated in terms of the existence of a normalizing 
matrix T, viz., A E SD iff A E N and im A > 0 for all eigenvalues of T*AT, 
where T normalizes A. Four lemmas are used in our proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. The eigenvalues of a strictly dissipative [dissipative] matrix 
lie in the open [closed] upper half plane, i.e., im h > 0 [> 01 for all 
A E g(A). 
This result immediately gives us that strictly dissipative matrices are 
nonsingular with the imaginary part of their traces being positive. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a normal matrix such that im h > 0 [ > 0] for all 
A E a( A). Then A E SD [ID]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A be a normal matrix such that im A > 0 [ > 01 for all 
A E a( A), and let T be a nonsingular matrix. Then the eigenvalues of T*AT 
lie in the open [closed] upper half plane. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A E SD, [ID,], and let T be a nonsingular n X n 
matrix. Then T*AT E SD, [D,]. 
Let 
[ 
3 
A= 9_2i. 
10 i6‘ 
::$:I and ~=[_~6+~‘, -,1,56.]. 
Then P > 0 and PAP = diag(1 -L’, 1 + 26.). Thus, PAP is normal, which 
implies that A is normalizable. Therefore, A is an example of a normalizable 
matrix whose eigenvalues (= 2.347 + 0.217‘., = 0.013 + O.OOS’> have a 
positive imaginary part, but which is not strictly dissipative. This precludes a 
natural conjecture to simplify our characterization theorem by disregarding a 
normalizing matrix T. 
Further, 
is a dissipative matrix which is not normalizable. [Let A have Toeplitz 
decomposition H + 4. K. Then 
1 
Kc [ 5 0 
> 0. 
0 0 1 
Thus, A E D. Suppose P is a positive definite matrix. Then P E X2, whence 
I ’ 
where a, b, c, d E US. 
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Equating HPK and KPH, we have that a = b = 0. Thus, 
which has eigenvalues d/2 f i\/d’ + 4~‘. Since one of the eigenvalues 
must be nonpositive, P cannot be positive definite. Thus, there does not exist 
a P > 0 such that HPK = KPH. Hence, A is not normalizable; cf. Theorem 
2.6(a) * (e> below.] Since not all dissipative matrices are normalizable, 
Theorem 2.1 does not generalize to dissipative matrices. A characterization 
theorem for dissipative matrices remains an open question. However, suffi- 
cient conditions for a matrix to be dissipative are that the matrix be normaliz- 
able and that all of the eigenvalues of T*AT, where T is a normalizer of A, 
lie in the closed upper half plane. 
The inertia of a matrix with respect to the real axis, denoted In’(A), is 
given by In’(A) = {r’(A), v’(A), S’(A)}, where T’(A), v’(A), and S’(A) 
denote the numbers of eigenvalues (counted with their multiplicities) with 
positive, negative, and zero imaginary parts, respectively [IS, pp. 449-4501. 
In [7] Fan characterizes normalizable operators. The next theorem ex- 
pands Fan’s characterizations. The set of normal matrices will be denoted by 
Jy. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A E& with H + iK the Toeplitz decomposition of 
A. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) A is normalizable. 
(b) There exists P > 0 such that A*PA = APA*. 
(b’) There exists a nonsingular T EJ” such that ATT*A* = A* TT*A. 
Cc> There exists Q > 0 such that IIQAxII = IIQA*xlJ for all x E C”, 
Cd) There exist two bases {x1, x2,. . . , x,} and (yl, yz,. . . , y,,} of @” 
satisfying the biorthonormal condition (xi, yj) = aij, i, j = 1,2, . . . , n, and 
complex numbers (Y 1, a2, . . . , cx, such that Axj = (1 <j Q n). 
(e) There exists P > 0 such that HPK = KPH. 
ajyj 
(f) There exists P > 0 such that APA* = HPH + KPK. 
<g> A = PNP f orsome N EJyandsomeP > 0. 
(h) There exists Q > 0 such that QAQ EN. 
(i) There exists P > 0 such that APH = HPA. 
(j) There exists P > 0 such that APK = KPA. 
(k) There exists P > 0 such that APH + HPA* = 2 HPH. 
(1) There exists P > 0 such that APK - KPA* = 2iKPK. 
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Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.6, we obtain the following characteriza- 
tions: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A E&, with Toeplitz decomposition H +iK. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) A E SD. 
(b) There exists a nonsingular T such that T*AT EM and In’(T*AT) = 
(n,O,O>. 
(c) There exists a positive definition matrix P (P > 0) such that A* PA = 
APA* and In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) for all nonsingular T EL*. 
(d) There exists a nonsingular T E&;, such that ATT*A* = A* TT*A and 
In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O). 
(e) There exists Q > 0 such that IIQAxII = ll~~*rIl for all x E @” and 
In’(T*AT) = (n, O,O> f or all nonsingular T E.& (11 * II is the Euclidean inner 
product norm). 
CD There exist bases {x,, x2,. . . , xn) and {yl, yz, . . . , yn} of @” satisfy- 
ing the biorthonormal condition (xi, yi> = 6ij, i, j = 1,2,. . . , n, and com- 
plex numbers czl, czz,. . . , a, such that Axj = oj yj (1 < j < n) and 
In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) for all nonsingular T E&,. 
(g) There exists P > 0 such that HPK = KPH and In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) 
for all nonsingular T EM,,. 
(h) There exists P > 0 such that APA” = HPH + KPK and In’(T”AT) = 
(n, 0,O) for all nonsingular T ~6,. 
(i) A = PNPforsome N E_&‘and some P > 0, and In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) 
for all nonsingular T E&~. 
<j) There exists Q > 0 such that QAQ EJ” and In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) 
for all nonsingular T E.J~. 
(k) There exists P > 0 such that APH = HPA and In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) 
for all nonsingular T ~4~. 
0) There exists P > 0 such that APK = KPA and In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) 
for all nonsingular T EL”. 
(m) There exists P > 0 such that APH + HPA* = 2 HPH and In’(T*AT) 
= (n, 0,O) for all nonsingular T EJ,,. 
(n) There exists P > 0 such that APK - KPA* = 2kKPK and In’(T*ATI 
= (II, 0, 0) for all nonsingular T EJ~. 
(0) K- ‘H is similar to a Hermitian matrix, and In’(T*AT) = (n, 0,O) 
for all nonsingular T E&~. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let A E SD [D] with Toeplitz decomposition 
H + L. K, and let A be an eigenvalue of A corresponding to the eigenvector 
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x E C”, i.e., Ax = Ax, where x # 0. Then A( x, x) = (Ax, x) = (AX, x) 
= ((H +c’K)x, X) = (Hx, x) +i(Kx, x). Since (Hz, x) E R, (x, x) > 0, 
and(ZCx,x)>O[~O],wehaveim(h)>O[~O]. W 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Suppose that A is normal. Then there exists a 
unitary V EJ, such that A = VDV*, where D = diagth,, A,, . . . , A,]. 
Thus > A* = V&J*. Hence, 
A - A* VDV* - Vi%J* 
-= 
26. 26. 
v* = v&J*, 
where 6 = diag{im A,,im A,,..., im A,}. Let H +iK to be the Toeplitz 
decomposition of A, and let 0 # x E C”. Then 
(z&,x) = (qL)= mkJ”x,x) = (&J*x,v*x). 
Let y = V*r. Then (Kx, x) = (6y, y) = Cj’,,(im Aj)lyjl’ > 0 [> 01, 
since im Aj > 0 [ > 0] for j = 1,2,. . . , n. ??
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let A EJY such that im A > 0 [ 2 0] for all 
A E a(A), let H +iK be the Toeplitz decomposition of A, and let T be a 
nonsingular matrix. Then T*HT +dT* KT is the Toeplitz decomposition of 
T*AT. Let 0 Z y E C” and x = Ty. Then (T*KTy, y) = ( KTy, Ty) = 
(Ki, x). Since y # 0, x must be a nonzero vector. By Lemma 2.3, A E 
sD[D]. Thus, K > 0 [ > 01, which implies that (Kx, x) > 0 [ > 01. Thus, 
(T*KTy, y> > 0 [a 01, &whence T*AT is ptrictly dissipative [dissipative]. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2, im A > 0 [ > 0] for all A E u(T*AT). ??
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let A E SD, [D,] with Toeplitz decomposition 
H + b’K, and let T be a nonsingular n X n matrix. Then the Toeplitz 
decomposition of T*AT is T*HT +iT*KT. Let 0 # x E C”, and let y = TX. 
Then (T* KTx, x) = ( KTx, TX) = (Ky, y). Since T is nonsingular, y # 0. 
Since K > 0, ( Ky, y ) > 0 [ > O]. Hence, (T* KTx, x) > 0 [ > 01, whence 
A E SD,, [ID,]. W 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let A E&~. 
3 : Suppose A E 9lI. Then A E N [7]. Let T E&, be nonsingular. By 
Lemma 2.5, T*AT E SU3. By Lemma 2.2, im A > 0 for all A E (r(T*AT). 
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e : Suppose A E N and, for all nonsingular T EJ~, im A > 0 for all 
A E a(T*AT). Since A E N, there exists a nonsingular matrix S such that 
S*AS ??4 From the hypothesis, im ZL > 0 for all p E a(S*AS). Hence, 
S*AS E %EJ by Lemma 2.3. Since S*AS E SD and A = (S-l)*(S*AS)S-‘, 
we have A E SILD by Lemma 2.5. ??
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Fan proved the equivalence of parts (a) through 
(h) in 171. It suffices to show (h) CJ (i> e (k) and (h) * <j> = (1): 
3Q>O such that QAQ EN 
- 3~ > 0 such that (QAQ)[WQAQ)I = [WQAQ)I(QAQ) 
CJ 3Q > 0 such&at (QAQ)(QHQ) = (QHQ)(QAQ) 
a 3P > 0 such that APH = HPA (let P = Q”) 
= 3P > 0 such that HPA* = A*PH 
w 3P > Osuchthat APH + HPA* = 2HPH, 
since APH + A*PH = 2 HPH. Also, 
3Q>O such that QAQ EJY 
- 3Q > 0 such that (QAQ)[Im(QAQ)l = [Im(QAQ)I(QAQ) 
- 3Q > 0 such that (QAQHQKQ) = (QKQ)(QAQ) 
- 3P > 0 such that APK = KPA (let P = Q”) 
= 3P > Osuchthat KPA* =A*PK 
w 3P > O such that APK - KPA* = 2iKPK, 
since APK - A* PK = Bd.KPK. 
III. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF (STRICTLY) 
DISSIPATIVE MATRICES 
If we let A = (1 + L.>Z,, then A is strictly dissipative and hence dissipa- 
tive. But -A is not dissipative and hence not strictly dissipative. Thus, SD, 
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and D, are not closed under scalar multiplication. Hence, they are not 
subspaces of J,. However, the set of dissipative [strictly dissipative] matrices 
is closed under matrix addition and scalar multiplication by a nonnegative 
[positive] scalar. Thus, D, is a cone in Aa. 
Since 0 E XD,, 33, is not a cone in &. If we define the set S,D, = 
9l3, U {O}, then $,D, is a pointed cone in J,. The following theorem yields 
(among other results) the fact that D, is not pointed. 
THEOREM 3.1. D, fl (-[[D,) =q. 
Proof. e : Suppose A E Xn. Then Im A = 0. Hence, A E D, fl (- [ID,) 
a : Suppose A E 03, n ( - ED,). Let H + i K be the Toeplitz decompo- 
sition of A. Since A E D,, (I&, x) > 0 for all x E C”. Since A E -ID,, 
(ZCx, x) < 0 for all x E C”. Thus, (KY, x) = 0 for all x E C”, which 
implies that K = 0. Thus, A = H is Hermitian. W 
The matrix ( - 1 + L’)Z~ is an example which shows us that the square 
(and, hence, the product) of two strictly dissipative matrices is not necessarily 
strictly dissipative. The strictly dissipative matrices for which the square of 
matrix is strictly dissipative may be characterized as in the next theorem. First 
we establish two lemmas about normalizable matrices. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A E N, where N ??Jtr is the matrix of Theorem 2.6(g). 
Then A is normal iff there exists a Q > 0 such that NQN * = N * QN. 
Proof. Let A E N with N ~Jlr as above. Then, by Theorem 2.6(g) 0 
(a>, there exists P > 0 such that A = PNP. Now 
A is normal a AA* = A*A 
* 3P > 0 such that PNP2N*P = PN*P2NP 
* 3P > Osuchthat NQN* = N*QN, where Q = P2. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let A E N, A nonsingular. Then A2 E N ifi A ~Jcr. 
Proof. Let A be a nonsingular normalizable matrix. Then there exists a 
nonsingular T such that A = T*NT. Then A2 = T*NTT*NT. Now 
A2 E FY * 3 nonsingular S such that S*A”S is normal 
- 3 nonsingular S such that S* (T*NTT*NT) S is normal 
w 3 nonsingular S such that 
NTT*NTSS*T*N*TT*N* = N*TT*N*TSS*T*NTT*N 
* 3P > 0 such that NPN* = N*PN, where 
P = (TT*NTS)(TT*NTS)* 
* A&F-, by Lemma 3.2. ??
THEOREM 3.4. Let A E SD. Then A” E !%D iff A ~Jlr with re A > 0 
for all h E a( A). 
Proof. Let A E SD. Then A E N and im A > 0 for all A E m(A). 
c= : Suppose A EJV with re A > 0 for all A E a( A). Then A is unitarily 
similar to a diagonal matrix of its eigenvalues. Thus, A2 is unitarily similar to 
a diagonal matrix of the squares of the eigenvalues of A. Let p be an 
eigenvalue of A2. Then /.L = A2 for some A E a( A). Thus, im /J = im A2 = 
2(re A)(im A) > 0, since im A > 0. Since A2 EJV, we have A2 E SjD. 
* : Suppose A2 E $X9. Then A* E N. Thus, A EN, by Lemma 3.3. Let 
A E u(A). Then A2 E U( A2). Then im A2 > 0, whence 2(im A)(re A) > 0. 
Since im A > 0, we have re A > 0. ??
Masser and Neumann [17] use the angular field of values, T(A) = 
{x*Ax : 0 # x E Cn}, to obtain the existence of the square root of a strictly 
dissipative matrix as follows: 
THEOREM 3.5 [17]. Let A E&,, and suppose that r(A) n (- co,01 = 0. 
Then there exists a unique B E&(C) with Re B > 0 such that B2 = A. In 
particular, if Im A > 0, then Im B > 0, while if Im A < 0, then Im B < 0. 
Since all eigenvalues of a strictly dissipative matrix lie in the open upper 
half plane, Theorem 3.5 yields the following result. Note that it generalizes 
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the fact that the square root of a complex number with positive imaginary 
part has a unique square root in the first quadrant. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A E SD. Then there exists a unique B E SD with 
Re B > 0 such that A = B2. 
Horn and Johnson [12, p. 3991 give a result on the invariance of the cones 
of positive semidefinite and positive definite matrices under conjunctivity 
C*congruence), which leads to the following, where N denotes set differ- 
ence: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A E D - SD and C ~4,. Then C*AC E D - SD. 
Proof. Let C E_&~ and A E D - SD with H +iK the Toeplitz de- 
composition of A. Then K E PSD _ PD; hence, C*AC = C* HC + cC*KC 
is the Toeplitz decomposition of C*AC. Then C*KC E PSD N PD. Thus, 
C*AC E D N SD. ??
As one might expect, D and SD are related as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. L,et A E&~. Then A E ID ifi A +ieZ E SD fir all 
E > 0. 
IV. DISSIPATIVE-PRESERVING LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
A linear transformation L E_Y(.JJ is said to be dissipative-preserving 
[strictly dissipative-preservingI if L( A) is dissipative [strictly dissipative] 
whenever A is dissipative [strictly dissipative]. The set of dissipative-preserv- 
ing linear transformations and the set of strictly dissipative-preserving linear 
transformations will be denoted DlFD and XDP, respectively, and s,DlFp will 
denote the set of linear transformations which preserve the set !$,D. This 
section characterizes the cones DlFD and s,,[IDP. 
We observe that the set of strictly dissipative-preserving linear transfor- 
mations is a subset of the set of dissipative-preserving linear transformations. 
THEOREM 4.1. SKDP c DP. 
Proof. Let L E SW’ with BHH decomposition 9L +cYL, and let 
A E D with Toeplitz decomposition H +iK. By Theorem 3.5, A +r’eZ E 
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X!J for all E > 0. Since Im L(A +ieZ) =z(ZZ) +9ZXK + EZ), we have 
&5(H) +9_QK + EZ) > 0. Let A,,, . . . , AE, be the eigenvalues of J%(H) 
+9Z,(K+~Z)orderedsothatA,~>A~_~> **a >h,l>O.LetA,,...,h, n 
be the eigenvalues of .YZ,( H) + s’L( ZZ) ordered so that A, 2 A,, _ 1 > ... > 
A,. As E + 0, J%(H) +9L(K + EZ) *.Y’L(H) +9L(K) and A,, + hi 
for i = 1,2,..., n, since the eigenvalues of a complex matrix depend contin- 
uously upon its entries. Thus, A, > 0. Hence, J%(H) +S’L(K) > 0 and 
9L( H) + 9L( K) = Im L(A), which implies that L(A) E D, yielding L E 
DP. ??
Since in the BHH decomposition for all L ??-9(.&j and A E-& with 
Toeplitz decomposition H + 6.K we have that Im L( A) = XL( H) + SL( K >, 
the proof of the next result is immediate. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L E_Y(.J,), and let A E&, with Toeplitz decomposi- 
tion H +L’K. Then L(A) E D [SD] ijfYL(H) +SL(K) > 0 [> 01. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let L E_Y(M”). Then L E DP if and only ij 9L E 
r(PSD) and YL(C) E PSD for all C ~2~. 
Proof. Let L E_Y’(.&~) with BHH decomposition S’L + r3L. 
j : Suppose L E DIP. 
Let C ~2”. Then C E D. Since C is Hermitian, we observe that 
Im L(C) =fi(C>. Thus, &5(C) > 0. 
Let B E PSD. Then 6.B E D. Thus, Im L(I’B) 2 0, whence Im L(d.B) 
=S’L(B), since Im(iB) = B and Re(6.B) = 0. Thus, 5%‘L(B) > 0. Hence, 
S’L E 7r(PSD). 
= : Suppose YL(C) E PSD for all C EX~ and 9L E r(PSD). Let 
A E D with Toeplitz decomposition H + 6.K. Then YZ( H ) 2 0 and SL( K ) 
2 0. Thus, YL( H > + 9L( K > > 0. By Lemma 4.2, L(A) E D. ??
By defining the set P,D to be the set PD U {O}, and the set T(P,,D) to be 
the set of P,D-preserving linear transformations, an analogous proof gives us 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let L E_.F(J~). Then L E S,,DP if and only if 
BL E n(P,D) and YL(C) E PSD for aZZ C ~3. 
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THEOREM 4.5. DP = r(PSD). 
Proof. Let L E r(PSD), and let A E D with Toeplitz decomposition 
H +r'K. Then L ES?%@ and Im L(A) = L(K). Since K > 0,we have L(K) 
> 0, and hence L E DP. 
Now suppose that L E DP. Let C ~3. By Theorem 4.3, a(C) > 0. 
Since - C is also Hermitian, 9L( - C) > 0, whence G%(C) < 0. Hence, 
Z(C) = 0 for all C EX~. Thus, 4L = 0. Hence, L =9L E m(PSD), 
which gives us that DP = r(PSD). ??
This theorem tells us that the characterizing of dissipative-preserving 
linear transformations is the same problem as characterizing m(PSD), which 
is an open problem. An analogous proof gives us the equality between the 
POD-preserving linear transformations and the S,,DP-preserving linear trans- 
formations. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. $,DP = &P,,D). 
We note that since the writing of this paper, we have found a version of 
our Theorem 4.5 in [16]. 
V. %7?9-DISSIPATIVE LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
For the notation of this section (bijections, matrix rearrangements, etc.), 
we will utilize the notation of Poluikis and Hill [22], of Oxenrider and Hill 
[20], and of Hill and Waters [ll]. Two bijections are defined from {(i, j) : i = 
1 ,***, 12; j = 1,. . .) q} to 11,. . . , nq) by [i,j] = (i - 1)n + j and (i,j> = (j 
- 1)q + i. These correspond to the lexicographical ordering [(i, j) < (r, s) 
iff i < r or (i = r and j < s)] and the antilexicographical ordering [(i, j) < 
(r, s) iff j < s or (j = s and i < r)], respectively, on {(i,j): i = 1,. . . , n; 
j=l , . . . , q}. We will use (T > to denote the matrix representation of the 
linear transformation T with respect to the standard antilexicographically 
ordered basis of dn. Four rearrangements of (T) EJ~s,~z are given 
by the following: l?(T)):{ = t~,,jl,~r,Sl, 'P(T)):< = t(i,jj,cr,S), W(T ):< = 
'(r,s),(i,j)a and '((T)Xi = t[r,s],[i,~]* 
For results on Z9 and %Z9 see [2], [3], [4], [lo], [20], and [22]. 
Choi [3] contends that the pointed cone ‘8’9 gives us the natural 
generalization for positivity for Hermitian-preserving linear transformations 
[rather than rr(PSD)]. The results of Poluikis and Hill [22] and Barker, Hill, 
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and Haertel [2] support this contention. This suggests that linear transforma- 
tions L for which 3Z, (in the BHH decomposition) is completely positive is 
“the” natural generalization for dissipativity for linear transformations on 
matrices. We thus define a linear transformation L : An --+dq to be ~9-dis- 
sipative if YL E %?9, where 9L + U’L is the BHH decomposition of L. 
Note how the following theorems exploit the Poluikis-Hill characterizations of 
&“?Y and %?9. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L: k’,, 
following are equivalent: 
-+Aq be a linear transformation. Then the 
(a> L is E’9-dissipative. 
(b) There exist A,, A,, . . . , A,, A,, 1,. . . , A,, •,k$,~, or,. . . , (Y, E_ R, 
and nonnegative PI, . . . , p, 
b’PjA,+j @ A,+j)* 
E Iw such that (L) = Es=, (ajAj @ A.j + 
6’) There exist A,, A,, . . . , A,, A,, ,, . . . , A,,5 E+, n and ??1, ??2, . . . , E, 
which assume values t-1 such that (L) = Cj=, (ejAj @ xj + iA,+, @ 
A,.,). 
Cc) There exist A,, A,, . . . , A,, A,+r, . . . , A,, E&~,~, (tjk> E D, such 
that (L) = CJ k=l(rjkAj 8 & + imjkA,+, CZJ xS+k), where Cr. ) = Re(tjk) 
and (mjk) = I&tjk). 
.+ 
Cd) The block matrix ( L( Ejk ))l < ,j, k G n is dissipative. 
(e) I?(( L)) is dissipative. 
(e’> r(( LjT) = Ln(( L)) is dissipative. 
(f) q(( L)) is dissipative. 
(f’) Yr(( LjT) = O(( L)) is dissipative. 
(8) nyS = Ez: and mlri, = ?‘ii:y for i, r = 1,2,. . . , q, j, s = 1,2,. . . , n, 
where 1:; = nX + imX, (L) = ((IL<)), (9L) = ((ny5)), and (2%) = 
((mX)>; and 
C t, ti mt-(l) . . . mL(k) >, C m?(I) ... rnk(” 
UEAk UESI,_Ak 
for all w E Qk,nq, k = 1,2,. . . , nq, where t, = g-‘(w(s)) and A, is the 
subgroup of even permutations in (the permutation group) Sk. (Qk,nq de- 
notes the set of all strictly increasing sequences of length k chosen from the -set 
of the first nq positive integers.) 
(h) -L* is %Fg-dissipative. 
Proof. (a) CJ (c): Suppose L is E’9dissipative. By definition, 9L E .2?9 
and YL E ‘2?9. By [22, Theorems 1, 21, there exist A,, A,, . . . , A, eMq,” 
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and (rjk) E q such that (S’L) = Cj, k = lrjk Aj @ &, and there exist 
B,,&,..., B, E&~, n and (mjk) E PSD, such that (~5%) = Cj”, k= rmjk Bj CD 
&. Let s = max(t, u). Let rjk = 0 or mjk = 0 for all values of j and k 
between t and u, whichever applies. Since the block matrix diag{ A, 0,) is 
Hermitian if and only if A is Hermitian and the spectrum of the block matrix 
diag{ A, 0,) is the union of the spectra of A and 0 [0 with (additional) 
multiplicity n], diag{(rjk>, O,_,} f or s z t is Hermitian and diag{(mjk), O,_,} 
for s > u is positive semidefinite. Thus, there exist A,, A,, . . . , A, EMU,” 
and ( rjk) E q such that (9L) = CJ, k = lrjk Aj Q &, and there exist 
4, R a,. . . , B, EJ~,~ and (mjk) E PSD, such that (9L) = CJ,,=,mjk Bj 8 
&. Let B, = A,+l,. . . , B, = A,,. Then there exist A,, . . . , A,, A,, 1, . . . , 
A,, EJ~,,, (rjk) ET, and (mjk> E PSD, such that (L) = (9L) +‘,(ZL) 
= ~~,k=l(rjk Aj ‘8 xk +L’mjk A,+j @ xs+k). Let (rjk) +l’(mjk) = (tjk>. fhce 
(r. > ~q and (m. ) E PSD,, we have Re(tjk) = (rjk) and h(tjk) = (mjk) 
bikthe uniqueness’zf the Toeplitz decomposition. Thus, <tj,> E D,. 
Conversely, suppose there exist A,, A,, . . . , A,, EJq, n, <t$> E D, such 
that (L) = C,S,,+(rjk Aj ‘8 & + imjk A,+j @ As+/.), where (rjk) = Re(tjk) 
and (mjk> = h(tj,>. Then (L) = ~~,k=rTjkAj 8 & +L,z;,k=rmjkA,+j @ 
&+k- Let B, = A,+l,..., B, = A,,. Let L,, L, ES?(&) be defined by 
(Lr) = CJ,k=r?-jkAj 8 & and CL,) = CjS,k=lmjkA,+j 8 xs+k = 
~~,kzlmjkBj 8 gk.Then (L) = (L,) +‘.(L2) = (L, +iLz). Hence, L = 
L, +c’Lz. By [22, Th eorems 1, 21, L, ~29’ and L, E g9. By the unique- 
ness of the BHH decomposition, L, = S’L and L, =YL. Hence, L is 
%YZZGiissipative. 
(a> e (b): Suppose that L is %?9dissipative. Then 9L ES?Z@ and 
3% E ‘379. By [22, Theorems 1, 21, there exist A,,A,, . . . , A, EM~,~, 
a,..., LY, E aB, such that (9L) = CjE1ajAj 8 Aj, and there exist 
Et: gal,. . . , B, EJ$, n and &, &,, . . . , p, E R+ such that (A) = Cy= I pj 
Bj @ Ej. Let s = max(t, u). Let oj = 0 or pj = 0 for all values of j between 
t and u, whichever applies. Then there exist A,,_A,, . . . , A, E.J~,~, 
, a E R, such that (9L) = CsElaj Aj o Aj, and there exist 
ii: if: : : 1, Bj E_&, n and nonnegative &, ;h,, . . . , & E R such that (A) 
= CT,,/3jBj @ Bj. Let B, = Astl ,.,., B, = A,,. Then (L) = (S’L) + 
c.(ZL) = C;= 1( aj Aj 8 Ai + d’pj A,+j 8 A,+j). 
Conversely, assume that there exist A,, A,, . . . , A,, Asil,. . . , A,, E 
“4? al,..., 4, n’ a, E R, and nonnegative &, . . . , f?, E R such that (L) = 
C,S,,(ajAj Q 4 +L’@~A~+~ @I&+~). Let B, = A,+l,..., B, = A,,. Then 
(L) = cj= 1 aj Aj @ Aj +icj”= 1 pi Bj 0 Bj. Let L,, L, E_%J$ be defined 
by (L,) = Cjs,laj Aj 8 Aj and (L,) = C,S=, pjBj @ Bj. Thus, there exist 
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P l,...,Pt~[W+ suchthat(L,)=Ej=,P,B,@B, forsomet<sor(L,) 
= 0. Since (L) = (L,) +c.( L,) = (L, +iL,), we have L = L, +iL,. 
By [22, Theorems 1, 21, L, EZP and L, E g9. Hence, L is @9-dissipa- 
tive. 
(b) a 6’): Statement (b’) is a restatement of (b) upon absorbing m 
into Aj and fi into A,+j = pj 
(a> @ (e): Suppose L if ‘Z9dissipative. Then S’L E Z9 and ZL E g9. 
By [22, Theorems 1, 21, r((SS’L)) is Hermitian and F((3L)) is positive 
semidefinite. Thus, r(( L)) = T((9L) +i(YL)) = IX(S’L)) +ilX(YL)) 
is dissipative. 
Conversely, suppose r(( L)) is dissipative. Then Im r(( L)) is positive 
semidefinite. However, 
IWW = &[r(wwj +x(0-0) - q(m))* +x(pL))*] 
‘ 
= +-[r(km)) - r(ww)*] + #y(.m) + r(m))*] 
L 
= Im lY((.ZL)) + Rer((YL)). 
By definition, WL,XL EXZ?. By [22, Theorem 11, IX(9L)) and IY(YL)) 
are Hermitian. Hence, Im I’((9L)) = 0 and Re T((YL)) = T((3L)). 
Thus, Im IX< L)) = I’((YL)>. Hence, T((YL)) is positive semidefinite. By 
[22, Theorem 21, YL E ‘i?‘, whence L is ‘Z9dissipative. 
We observe that (a) = (e’), (a) = (f), and (a) e (f’) follow from (a) e 
(e), rnutatis mutandis. 
(d) a (f): By [22, Lemma 21, for every L: A?‘,, +Aq, (L(E,,))lcj,k<n 
= Yr(( L)). The desired result follows immediately. 
(e) e (9: Since r(( L)) = T((9L)) + L.r((YL)), we have 1:: = n’;‘, + 
r-rnX, where (L) = ((ZL{)), (9L) = ((nl;j,>>, and (35) = ((ml;j,)). Suppose 
Ix)) d p t’ is issi a lve. By [22, Theorems 1, 21, n$ = CL;, rn1;3, = iii:;, and 
for all w E Qk,nqr k = 1,2,. . . , nq, where t, = g-‘(w(s)) and A, is the 
subgroup of even permutations in Sk. Hence, 1:: = n’r’, + irnz? = 7i:s + ~~Ei~~. 
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Conversely, suppose n’;j, = 5; and m”;j, = EiLj for i, r = 1,2,. . . , q; j, s 
= 1,2,. . . ) n, where (9L) = <(n$,>> and (ZL) = ((ml;j,)>. Then 1:; = nys 
+~.rnf!~ = f’$ +L.F’EL~, where (L) = ((2:;)); and 
for all o E Qk,nq, k = 1,2,. . . , nq, where t, = g-‘(o(s)> and Ak is the 
subgroup of even permutations in Sk. By [22, Theorems 1, 21, T((9’L)) is 
Hermitian and r((YL)) is dissipative. Hence, r(( L)) is dissipative. 
(a) = (h) Suppose L is ‘89klissipative. Then 9L E F.9. Note that 
-L* = -(gL + AYIL)* = -B’L* + iYL*. By [22, Theorems 1,2], S’L* E 
X9 and .YI* E GY9. Thus, -9L* ??&“9. Hence, -L* is g9dissipative. 
Conversely, suppose -L* is %‘9dissipative. Then - ( -L* )* = L is ‘Z9- 
dissipative. W 
Since the sum of two dissipative matrices is a dissipative matrix and the 
scalar product of a positive real number with a dissipative matrix is a 
dissipative matrix, Theorem 5.1 gives us that the set of ‘8’9%hssipative linear 
transformations is a cone in L?(Jm). Since all Hermitian matrices are 
dissipative, the Z? cone is contained in the ~9%lissipative cone. Hence, the 
KbP cone is contained in the ~9dissipative cone. However, not all %?kWis- 
sipative matrices are Hermitian-preserving. For example, let L E_Y(.J%,~) be 
defined by 
-2+i 0 0 1 + 24’ 
(L)= ; ; ; ; 1 . 
2+3~. 0 0 -1 + 46’ 
Then I?(( L)) = diag{ -2 + L’, 1 + 2i, 2 + 3i, - 1 + 4~.}, which implies that 
L is @9dissipative. Moreover, by [22, Theorem 21, L tEA?Y’. Since DP = 
m(PSD), DP is a proper subset of the ~9Uissipative linear transformations. 
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